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Abstract—In this paper, we give a framework to deblur the
blurry frame in a video clip. Two kinds of motion blurring
effects can be removed in the video, one is the blurring effect
caused by hand shaking, the other is the blurring effect
caused by a fast moving object. For the blurring caused by
hand shaking, PSF is estimated by comparing the stable
area in blurry frame and non-blurry frame, so the
Richardson-Lucy algorithm can restore the blurry frame by
non-blind deconvolution. We also propose a framework to
deblur the motion blurring objects which move fast in the
video. The background is reconstructed by the algorithm in
each frame, so an accurate matte of blurry object can be
extracted to deblur the moving object by alpha matting.
Results show our method is effective.
Index Terms—Video； Motion deblurring； PSF

I.

. INTRODUCTION

Camera shaking, which causes blurry frames in a video
sequence, is a chronic problem for photographers. In
recent years, a lot of papers discuss how to remove
camera shaking from digital photography, [13] [2], but
few of them discuss how to remove motion blur from
video sequence. In this paper, we discuss how to remove
the motion blurring from video.
In image debluring technique, it is important to get an
accurate kernel. Some corresponding methods are
discussed in [13]. Li et. al uses a pair of images to
estimate the kernel, one is the noise image without blur,
the other is the blurry image with long exposure time. In
the video, though the frames change with time, we can
also find the local area that is nearly invariable in video.
By finding the blurry and non-blurry pairs in the local
area of different frames, we can estimate the kernel
accurately.
We also propose a framework to remove the blurring
effect of moving object in the video, we firstly
reconstruct the background from video, then we get an
accurate alpha matte of blurry object from video.
Secondly, we estimate the PSF of blurring matte. Finally,
motion blurring can be removed by Richardson-Lucy
algorithm. Results show our method is effective.
II.

RELATED WORK

Image debluring can be categorized into two
types:blind deconvolution and non-blind deconvolution.
Copyright © 2010 MECS

The former is more difficult since the the kernel is
unknown. Fergus et. [2] found a method to estimate
kernel by natural image statistics. However, very nice
results are obtained sometimes, but their method is very
time-consuming. Blind deblurring algorithm is based on
non-linear optimization, it is complex and hard to
optimize. Agrawal et al[9] and Tai et.al [10] use the
hybrid camera to deblur a video frame, they use the
hybrid camera framework in which a camera
simultaneously captures a high resolution image together
with a sequence of low-resolution images that are
temporally synchronized. In their works, optical flow is
derived from the low-resolution images to comput the
global motion blur of the high-resolution image, with this
computed global motion kernel, deconvolution is
performed to correct blur in the high-resolution image.
However, their method is based on optical flow which is
not accurate in some case when the noise is serious in low
resolution image.
Matsushita et.al [7] deblur the blurry frame by
transferring and interpolating corresponding pixels from
sharper frames. However, their method could not apply to
some areas which pixels is hard to find in sharper frames.
Lu et .al [13] proposed a method to estimate the kernel by
blurry and non-blurry pairs, the hybrid camera framework
is used. Our method also uses the blurring and nonblurring pairs to solve the kernel in the video. We get the
blur and non-blurry pairs from different frame, and
estimate kernel efficiently, so we need not use the hybrid
camera system to solve the motion invariant kernel.
Agrawal Amit et al. [1] proposed a method to deblur
the blurry moving object in the video they estimate the
PSF by alpha matte without hybrid camera system. In this
paper, we propose a new framework to restore the blurry
object from frame by background reconstruction. With
the background reconstruction, we can get accurate
trimap automatically, and achieve accurate alpha matte.
The results show that our method is effective.
III.

FIND THE BLURRY FRAME AND STABLE AREA

We find the blurry frame from video and estimate the
motion invariant kernel in blurry frame. At first, we use
the inverse of the sum of squared gradient measure to
evaluate the relative blurriness. The blurriness measure is
defined by following formula: [6]
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Figure 1: the left figure is the blurry frame, the right figure is the non-blurry frame.

Figure 2: the left figure is the stable area in blurry frame, the center figure is the stable area in
non-blurry frame. the right figure is the projective translation of the center figure

bt =

1
Σ pt {( f x * I t ) 2 + ( f y * I t ) 2 }

(1)

f x and f y are the derivative filters along the x and
y directions respectively, This blurriness measure give a
relative evaluation of image blurriness. Therefore, this
measure is used in a limited number of neighboring
frames where significant change is not observed.
Relatively blurry frames are determined by
examining bt / bt ′; t ′ ∈ Nt , when bt / bt ′ is larger than
1, frame I t ′ is considered to be sharper than frame I t .
By the above method, we find the blurry image from
the video clip, and deblur the blurry frame. However,
blind deconvolution algorithm is time-consuming and
hard to get perfect result because of nonlinear
optimization problem. In this paper, we use non-blind
deconvolution algorithm, we estimate the kernel of the
blurry frame in video clip by following step:
At first, we use SIFT algorithm and optical flow to
estimate the stable area from video clip; secondly, we get
optimized blurry and non-blurry pairs from stable area in
different frame. Finally, we estimate the kernel by blurry
and non-blurry pairs in video clip.
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In the non-blurry frames, we use the optical flow to
estimate the movement of object in the video. The area
which is rigid is called the stable area. We assume that
the stable areas in different frames which maintain the
projective transformation, so we use RANSAC algorithm
to find the projective transformation of area between
neighbor frames.
Though the optical flow technique can find the
projective transformation between neighbor frames, it
could not be applied to blurry frames. However, ee find
that the SIFT algorithm is robust and effective in
matching the feature points between non-blurry frame
and blurry frame, so we use SIFT algorithm to match the
feature points between each frame. By locating the SIFT
feature points of stable area between blurry frame and
non-blurry frame, we can align the non-blurry frame and
blurry frame and get the blurry and non-blurry pairs in
the video. By the blurry and non-blurry pairs[8], we
estimate the spatial invariant kernel f accurately by
follow formula:

E ( f ) = (∑‖∂* L ⊗ f − ∂* I‖22 )+‖f‖1

(2)

The convolution is a linear operator, it can be
denoted as multiplication of matrix [13].

E ( f ) = ( Af − B‖22 )+‖f‖1

(3)
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Figure 3: The left are two blurry frames, the center is the kernel solved by Fergus et. al [2]. the right figure is the kernel solved
by our method.

B is the vector form of blurry frame, f is the vector
form of kernel, A is a matrix form of non-blurry image L
which is decided by L and the size of kernel. Equation 3
is a standard format of the problem defined in [5], and
computes the optimal solution with an enhanced interior
point method.
We also use the method of Yuan et al.[13] to
estimate the kernel , they estimate the kernel by the
formula similar with formula 3. Different from formula 3,
Yuan use 2- norm of f instead of 1-norm of f .
However, we find that the method in [13] is not stable,
Yuan’s method could not converge to a real kernel in
many cases.
In kernel estimation stage, only the salient edges
have influences on optimization of the kernel because
convolution of zero gradients is always zero. To speedup
the algorithm, we use the high contrast area in the stable
area of blurry frame and un-blurry frame.
In Fig 2, we show the stable area of blurry frame and
non-blurry frame. By the alignment of two images, we
can solve the kernel of motion blurring.
As shown in Fig 3, we calculate the kernel by
method in [2] and our method. Results in Fig 4 show that
our kernel is more accurate. Blind deconvolution
algorithm is time-consuming. It is obvious that our
method is more efficient. We use blind convolution in [2]
to deblur the picture, and spend 20 minutes on deblurring
Copyright © 2010 MECS

a 600 * 480 image with 20 * 20 kernel. Our method is
based on non-blind deconvolution algorithm. We spend 1
second on solving the kernel, and spend 2 seconds on
deblurring the image.
We also use the method of Shan et al.[8] to deblur
the image, we use the blind deconvolution algorithm and
non-blind deconvolution algorithm of [8]to deblur the
frame. We find that their method is hard to adjust the
parameter, and we could not get an ideal result in (c) and
(d) of Fig 4.
Our method can be used to solve motion variant
kernel. When the kernel is spatial variant, we can use the
hybrid imaging system to get the kernel. When a blurring
frame are recorded by high resolution sensor with long
exposure time, a series of non-blurry image are recorded
in the low resolution sensor with low exposure time, so
we can get the motion path of camera in each discrete
time by following equation:
I n ( x) = H n I 0 ( x)
(4)

H n is the homography that project the stable area in
frame f 0 to stable area in frame f n , I n ( x ) is the nth
stable area in low resolution sensor, so the spatial variant
kernel can be represented by a series of projective
transformation:
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: (a) The result of Fergus et al. [2], (b) the result of our method,(c) the result of blind deblurring algorithm in Shan et
al.[8] ,(d) the result of non-blind deblurring algorithm in Shan et al.[8]

T

I ( x) = ∫ ΔI ( x, t )dt = ΣiN=1ΔI ( x, ti )
0

ΔI ( x, ti ) = ΔI (Π ij =1h j x, t0 ) =

I ( x) =

1
N

1
I 0 ( H i x)
N

(5)

N

∑I
i =1

0

( H i x)

(6)

I ( x) is the blurry stable area in high resolution sensor.
IV. DEBLUR THE MOVING OBJECT IN VIDEO FRAME
In this section, we discuss how to remove motion
blurring produced by fast movement in video; we only
care about the blurring object with spatial-invariant
kernel in the frame.
To deblur the blurry object in the video, we firstly
extract the blurry object from frame by alpha matting.
Alpha matte contains a lot of information which can be
used to restore the latent image. For example, accurate
alpha matte can help us to get a accurate kernel, Jiaya Jia
ya et al. [4] proposed a single image deburring method,
they estimated the PSF by alpha matte.
In some frames of video with fast moving objects,
the pixels of structured background and the pixels of
blurry object mix together in large field. It is hard to
Copyright © 2010 MECS

extract the alpha matte accurately because the
background pixel is unknown. However, if the
background is known in those areas, we can get a more
accurate alpha matte.
Comparing with foreground object which moves fast in
the video, background objects move slowly in the video,
so we can reconstruct the background object by neighbor
frames in video. Different from image completion
method, we need to reconstruct the real background in the
unknown region of trimap, but not the other patches in
video frames.
When background is still, we can reconstruct the
background by background reconstruction method. In our
paper, we use the method in [3] to reconstruct the
background.
Let ( I1 , I 2 ,..., I n ) represent a image sequence,

fi ( x, y ) represents the intensity value of the
point f i ( x, y ) of the ith frame where i = 0,1, 2,..., N .
At each point ( x, y ) of video, a indictor function is
defined by following formula:

ai ( x, y ) = 1if | f i ( x, y ) − fi −1 ( x, y ) |> ε

(7)

ai ( x, y ) = 0if | fi ( x, y ) − f i −1 ( x, y ) |≤ ε
At each point ( x, y ) of video, we find many stable
intervals. In each stable intervals Intervalab , the
I.J.Modern Education and Computer Science, 2010, 1, 17-23
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Figure 5: the left figure is the car with motion blurring, the right figure is the background.

Figure 6: the left figure is the alpha matting by our method, the right figure is debluring result by the RL
algorithm

Figure 7: the left figure is the alpha matting of blurry car with large kernel. The right figure is debluring result by
the RL algorithm.
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intensity of pixels is similar, so ai ( x, y ) = 0, i ∈ [ a, b] .
We combine the stable intervals in the video with similar
intensity by following formula:

Intervalcombine = Σ[ ai ,bi ]∈Ω [ai , bi ],

alpha matte directly [4]. Different from the PSF produced
by camera shake, PSF of fast moving object in video is
always 1D, 1D kernel f can be solved by following
formula by alpha matte [4]:

f = [ f − n ,... f 0 ,... f n ]T

g (a, b) = average( Intervalab )

f j = α j + n − α j + n −1 (− n < j < n)

| g ab − g cd |< ε , (ab, cd ∈ Ω)
（8）
We think that the background is in the interval
combined with largest length, so we can estimate the
intensity of background by finding the interval combined
with the largest length.
When the background is reconstructed, we use robust
matting with known background to extract the foreground
matte [12]. In this case, robust matting can be simplified.
Because the background color is known, the distance
ratio Rd ( F j , B j ) and weight w( F j , B j ) in [12] can be
simplified

by

αˆ =

following

formula:

( I − B)( Fj − B)
‖Fj − B‖2

)
‖I − (αˆ Fj + (1 − αˆ ) B‖
Rd ( F j ) =
Fj − B

(9)

w( F j ) = exp (−‖F j − I‖2 / DF2 )

DB is the minimum distance between background
sample and the current pixel. The confidence value

f ( B j ) for a background pixel B j can be represented
by following equation

f ( F ) = exp −
j

（10）

σ2

The alpha value can be solved by minimizing
following formula:

J (α ) = α T Lα + (α − αˆ )T Γˆ (α − αˆ )
（11）

α Lα is the smoothness term
(α − αˆ )T Γˆ (α − αˆ ) is the sampling
T

f is the kernel of motion blurring. In
1-D translational motion, f is denoted as a (2n+1) by 1
In formula 12,

vector along motion direction,

αm

is the nonzero alpha

values along motion direction
When PSF is estimated, we use the Richardson-Lucy
algorithm to restore the blurry object in frames which is
shown in Fig 6.
We use the Richardson-Lucy algorithm to restore the
blurry image. If the kernel is spatial invariant, many
enhanced Richardson-Lucy algorithm can be used to
solve the deconvolution problem such as [14]. For the
spatial variant kernel, we can deblur the blurry frame by
Projective Richardson-Lucy algorithm [11].
However, our method could not be used in blurry
frame with large kernel. As shown in Fig [7], the
deblurring result is shown in right figure. Two reasons
lead to bad result, one is that the alpha matting algorithm
could not get accurate alpha matte of serious blurring
object, the other is that the noise is serious in large blurry
object, so we are hard to restore the latent object
accurately.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new method to deblur the
video. We estimate the PSF by stable areas between
blurry frame and non-blurry frames, so we can deblur the
video frame by non-blind deconvolution method. We also
propose a new framework to deblur the blurry object in
frames. In the future, we will study how to estimate the
motion variant kernel in the image and apply the method
to [15][16][17].

defined in [6],
term.

α̂

is the

sampling alpha value with highest confidence fˆ . Γ̂ is
the diagonal matrix which defines the relative weighting
between sampling term and smoothness term. The
diagonal element can be r * fˆ . The algorithm relies
more on propagation in low confidence regions and relies
more on sampling in high confidence regions.
As shown in Fig 5 and Fig 6, compared with robust
matting, our matting algorithm achieves more effective
result. There are two methods to solve the spatial
invariant PSF in video, one method is to solve the PSF by
optical flow. PSF can be found by multiplying the imagespace object velocity v(pix/ms) with the exposure
time(ms) [1]. The other method is to solve the PSF by
Copyright © 2010 MECS

= α 0 ( j = − n)

V.

Rd ( F j ) 2 .w( F j )

(12)
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